Temperature dependent mechanical unfolding of calixarene nanocapsules studied by molecular dynamics simulations.
Using atomistic molecular dynamics simulations, we study the temperature dependence of the mechanical unfolding of a model supramolecular complex, a dimer of interlocked calixarene capsules. This system shows reversible transitions between two conformations that are stabilized by different networks of hydrogen bonds. We study the forced dissociation and formation of these networks as a function of temperature and find a strong impact of the nonequilibrium conditions imposed by pulling the system mechanically. The kinetics of the transition between the two conformations is ideally suited to investigate the range of validity of the stochastic models employed in the analysis of force dependent kinetic rates obtained from experimental or simulation data. These models usually assume activated dynamics for the relevant transitions, and therefore, the analytical expressions for the kinetic rates are of an Arrhenius form. A study of the temperature- and force-dependent kinetics by simulation allows an analysis of the transition rates without any model assumption. We find that the temperature dependence of the rates is well described by an Arrhenius law for each value of the force. This enables us to determine the activation free energy and the bare kinetic rate as a function of force independent of each other. In accord with the common model assumptions, we find that the activation free energy decreases with increasing force. The force dependence of the bare rates is compatible with the results of model calculations in the low force regime, and deviations are observed at high forces.